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Overview

 Recap of Baseline 2.0 performance (Fun4All)
 These results are in agreement with the ones from the ATHENA software that can 

be found in the proposal supplementary material TWIKI
 Neutral Current DIS events generated with Pythia8
 Charged particles reconstructed by Baseline 2.0 tracker (Canyonlands, ATHENA 

Software)
 Total number of electrons/charged pions plotted in p-η bins for NC-DIS events 
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Relative Momentum Resolution (Baseline 2.0)

→ PWG requirements met for 
central and forward region
→ for η < -2 the requirements 
are no longer met for lower 
momenta

-3.5 < η < -2.5 -1 < η < 1 2.5 < η < 3.5

-2.5 < η < -1 1 < η < 2.5
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Pion distributions (5x41GeV2)

Number of reconstructed pions

Number of generated pions

Reco

Gen

Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2

Files at ATHENA/RECO/canyonlands-v1.2/DIS/
NC/5x41/minQ2=1 on S3

 Particles generated in Pythia8 and 
passed through Full Simulation 
(DD4hep) and reconstructed with 
Juggler algorithms

 Right hand plots show total number of 
positive pions generated/reconstructed 
in a given η-p bin

 Left hand plots are the projections in η 
(bottom) and momentum (top)

 For 5x41GeV2 most charged pions from 
NC-DIS events have momentum of less 
than 10GeV

Most pions generated at η > -2:
→ Requirements met
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Pion distributions (18x275GeV2) 

Number of reconstructed pions

Number of generated pions

Reco

Gen

Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2

Files at ATHENA/RECO/canyonlands-v1.2/DIS/
NC/18x275/minQ2=1 on S3

 Same procedure as for 5x41GeV2

 Right hand plots show total number of 
positive pions generated/reconstructed 
in a given η-p bin

 Left hand plots are the projections in η 
(bottom) and momentum (top) 

Most pions generated at η > -2 and 
with p < 10GeV:
→ Requirements met
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Electron distributions (5x41GeV2)
Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2

Files at ATHENA/RECO/canyonlands-v1.2/DIS/
NC/energy/minQ2=1 on S3

Number of reconstructed electrons

Number of generated electrons

Reco

Gen

 Electron distribution strongly peaked in 
η and momentum

 For 5x41GeV2 this is at 5GeV in 
momentum and η~-2.3

 At a momentum of 5GeV the 
requirements are met for η > -2.5
→ Tracker can adequately measure 
scattered electrons down to Q2=1GeV2 
for this beam configuration
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Electron distributions (18x275GeV2)
Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2

Files at ATHENA/RECO/canyonlands-v1.2/DIS/
NC/energy/minQ2=1 on S3

Gen

Reco

 For 18x275GeV2 beams, distributions 
peaked at 18GeV in momentum and 
~-3.5 in η

 Requirements met in -3.5 < η < -3 for 
p > ~20GeV
 

Number of reconstructed electrons

Number of generated electrons
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Summary

 Tracking performance plots show requirements are not met for momentum 
resolution in the backward region (η < -2) 

 Pion distributions versus p and η show that pions are mostly generated at low 
momentum and in the forward region. Those generated in the backward region are 
mostly generated at η > -2 so tracking performance is sufficient

 Tracker performance also sufficient for scattered electrons at lower beam energies
 Tracker does not meet requirements for scattered electrons at higher beam 

energies → these electrons would likely be better measured by calorimeters

Next Steps
 NC-DIS is only one of the possible interactions → Look into charged particle 

distributions for other processes 
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Backup Slides
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Transverse Pointing Resolution (Baseline 2.0)

Performance in line with 
supplementary material
→ Struggle to meet 
requirements at low p

T

-3.5 < η < -2.5 -1 < η < 1 2.5 < η < 3.5

-2.5 < η < -1 1 < η < 2.5
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Fun4All Setup
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Pion distributions (5x41GeV2)

Number of reconstructed pions

Number of generated pions

Reco

Gen

Reco

Gen

Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2
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Pion distributions (18x275GeV2) 

Number of reconstructed pions

Number of generated pions

Reco Reco

Gen Gen

Pythia8 NC-DIS events, Q2>1GeV2






